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Fuel Proof AdBlue & aviation products
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Electrical experts

In the last INSITE, within our AdBlue services article, I mentioned the PEIMF’S
involvement in the development of new AdBlue guidance. This reached a conclusion and
we have had a massive influence on the creation of this new document. Thanks to all
our committee members for their efforts with this.
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Have you signed up yet to the

PEIMF's fantastic new
FREE member benefit?

Our brand new PEIMF partnership with Hampshire Trading Standards
Receive assured advice and reduce the risk of contravening legislation: FREE OF CHARGE!
PEIMF membership is now even more beneficial.

Benefits

• FREE access to specialist, authoritative advice
• Compliance arrangements
• Meet all regulations
• Protect yourselves and your customers
• Gain respect from enforcers

Our membership of the partnership scheme
includes a period of annual consultation
time – spread across the whole membership.
There may be a cost, should additional time
be required to resolve a situation.

Member companies need to
'opt-in’ to benefit.

• All advice is published – for the benefit of all members

www.iam-design.it

PEIMF members will be contacted by email, but please feel free to opt-in in advance
by contacting David Honeyman at david@peimf.com or call 01474 321999

The annual PEIMF event
Our networking meeting ‘Working Together’ alongside our AGM
has developed year after year. Following last year’s amazingly
successful couple of days, we are returning to The Holiday Inn,
South Normanton, Derbyshire (M1 Jct. 28).
Everyone had such a fun karting afternoon last autumn,
followed by a great dinner and excellent educational meeting;
we’ve decided to do it all again.
Our AGM on Thursday morning concludes the administrative
business for the year and establishes our management committee
for the next twelve months. After another networking break,
we introduce technical presentations from our guest speakers.

THE JOURNEY CAN BEGIN
PIPING SYSTEM FOR THE TRANSPORT OF FUELS

www.nupiindustrieitaliane.com
maja.stirrat@nupinet.com
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SMARTFLEX is the complete system of pipes, fittings and equipment for
the distribution of fuels at road and motorway service stations, airports
and marinas. The system has a 30-year warranty and is already used and
approved by major international petroleum companies. The double wall
range prevents spills of polluting fluids that are harmful to the environment.

UK STOCK
EN14125

Derbyshire, 27-28th November 2019
Wednesday 27th
Karting in the afternoon ‘The PEIMF Challenge’
with 10 sponsored teams. followed by;
FREE PEIMF members’ dinner

Thursday 28th
9.30

Annual General Meeting

11.00	‘Working Together’ meeting:
Including educational presentations
and member networking.
13.00

Lunch

‘What a line up! Already confirmed presenters;
• Ramsay McDonald, Head of Retail – Essar Oil (UK) Ltd
• Ben Meech, Technical Manager – Sainsbury’s

To come along; contact David Honeyman on: 01474 321999 or david@peimf.com
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VEEFIL-RT

Forecourt owners: Is this the right
time to invest in electric chargers?
100 new models
Car manufacturers have also promised to
release 100 new, fully electric vehicle (EV)
models in the next three to five years,
addressing the main concerns of drivers of
high costs and lack of range. Additionally,
drivers also stated that not being able to
travel far (often dubbed 'range anxiety')
due to the lack of charging points and
length of time to charge are some of the
barriers to purchasing an EV3.

50kW DC RAPID CHARGER
Compact, Customisable and
Near-Zero Maintenance.
World’s smallest footprint DC rapid electric chargers.
Designed for easy integration into existing forecourt
structures and compact spaces. Features include
patented liquid cooling technology and weathertight casing for near-zero maintenance.
Get in touch with our e-Mobility experts:
euenquiries@gilbarco.com gilbarco-emobility.com

100km driving (approx.)

Stand out from the
competition

High customisability

Drive c-store revenue

Near-zero maintenance

Join us at the NEC Birmingham
11-12 Sept. 2019. Booth W115

Eric Denivelle, Head of e-Mobility at
Gilbarco Veeder-Root

PEIMF member Gilbarco
Veeder-Root offer a quick
glance at industry trends,
and the return on investment
for installing electric chargers
on petrol forecourts.
Sales of electric cars in the EU have
rapidly gained momentum in the last year.
The European Automobile Manufacturers
Associations (ACEA) report a growth of
40% of electrically-chargeable vehicles
registered in the first quarter of 20191.
This is largely due to government initiatives
and climate change advocates for a
cleaner air and environment.

Although we are seeing an increase in
electric chargers in public areas such as;
shopping centre car parks and roadside
parking, these chargers are meant for
users to park and charge, usually taking
between 4 to 12 hours for a full charge.
However with recent technological
advancements, the industry is now
able to offer industrial scale rapid and
ultra-rapid DC charges. They can range
from 50kW up to 350kW, taking only a
minimum of 30mins or less for an
additional driving range of 100km.
These chargers are most suited for
forecourts, motorway services and
facilities that see high vehicle turnarounds.

Eric Denivelle, Head of e-Mobility at
Gilbarco Veeder-Root EMEA-ANZ;
“During the last decades, petrol stations
have proven to be the ideal location next to
highways and other major roads to fill up
vehicles. EV drivers can benefit from other
services offered at the site (toilets, coffee,
tea, snacks, WiFi etc) which is why it makes
so much sense to add EV charging services
to these sites.”
Forecourt operators will enjoy additional
revenue as drivers utilise their 'dwell time'.
Obviously, there are the safety risks to
consider during installations. Eric stressed;
“Installing high power electricity charging
devices on a petrol station requires a good
understanding of the safety requirements.
You need a competent partner who
understands these complexities, and who
has the capabilities to provide the right
amount of technical support before and
after the installation.”

www.gilbarco.com/eu

1 - Fuel types of new cars. 2 - 2040 road to zero. 3 - Is the UK ready for electric cars?

The 2040 Road to Zero2 is the UK
government’s strategy to drive zero
emission vehicles by year 2040, with
ambitions of at least 50% of new car sales
to be that of ultra-low emissions by 2030.
Gilbarco Veeder-Root, a leading equipment
and solutions manufacturer for the retail
petroleum industry have also aligned its
strategy in support of ‘2040 Road to Zero’.
It recently invested in Tritium, who
developed the world’s first liquid cooled
rapid electric chargers with the smallest
footprint. This was a move to support a
better electrification infrastructure for cars
across the UK and Europe.
Electric vehicle driver using a charger.
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Fuelling the future, today.
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Ancorra expand to the emerald isle
Brexit holds no fears for this ambitious PEIMF member
Setting up business in a new country
would be a test for any organisation.
To do so from the UK in to a European
country, and in the shadow of Brexit,
merely demonstrates that Ancorra are not
afraid of a challenge. Here the team talk
about the particular issues and problems
they have overcome.

and included in the RAMS. Although we
have a team of fully trained operatives who
can deliver our services, Christopher also
regularly works alone, whether that be at a
customer’s site or even sat at his desk in
the office. We have set up robust
communication procedures, customer
co-operation and periodic checks to ensure
the risks are minimised.’

Christopher Evans,
Business Development Director,
Ireland:
From the start of the project I couldn’t have
imagined the size of the undertaking and
how long it would take to get all the
essential details in place. I have
experienced first-hand, why Ireland is
famous for its welcome, making some

Steve Davies,
Commercial Director:
‘When Christopher returned from Australia
and started working with us, the impacts of
Brexit were hard to predict, much as they
are now. All the directors considered and
debated at length the viability of expanding
into Europe during a time of political
instability. Our Board benefits from a range
of expertise but I think we all share the

same entrepreneurial spirit and customer
focus as discussions of border controls,
currency exchange rates and access to
funding was balanced with the
opportunities. The ability to better serve our
customers, who were increasingly
demanding our services in Northern Ireland
and the Republic of Ireland, was key. In the
end the vote to proceed was unanimous’

Christine Evans,
Financial Director:
‘The first task was to set up the legal
structure of the business and
understanding the different tax and
accountancy rules. This was easily
overcome with some local professional
advice and extensive research. Thankfully
there was no time difference or language
barrier to contend with as would have
been the case with most other
European countries.’

Jennie Riding,
Marketing & Strategy Director
‘As the Director in charge of compliance,
I immediately set to work on ensuring our
management systems were adapted to
comply with Irish law. Most of the UK and
Irish regulations and safety management
expectations are derived from EU directives,
meaning that there are many similarities
between the two jurisdictions. However,
there are some differences in the way that
the regulations are organised and labelled
and I learnt that there aren’t always direct
equivalents, such as RIDDOR.
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Trevor Evans,
Managing Director:
‘Our customers in Northern Ireland and the
Republic of Ireland are now benefitting from
our extended geographical reach. Quality
and compliance are at the core of Ancorra’s
values and Christopher worked tirelessly
with the rest of the team to ensure that we
were operating to the highest standard from
the first day of trading. Originally we set up
to serve our existing customers, but the
great feedback and word of mouth referrals
we have received means we are now
building up a new customer base too.
Ireland is the fastest growing economy in
the Eurozone and we are delighted to be
part of it.’

Christopher Evans,
Business Development Director,
Ireland:
‘I had been living in Australia for over
7 years, but in 2016 my fiancé, Katie and
I decided it was time to go home to start
our new lives together nearer to family
and friends. We would set up home in
Dublin near Katie’s family, which was
conveniently a short flight or ferry journey
from my hometown of Liverpool. Having
previously worked in the environmental
services sector I had already started
discussing the possibility of setting up
an Irish division with Ancorra. No sooner
had we put plans in place and booked
our flights the fateful referendum results
came in………’

really great friends and contacts who have
been supportive and encouraging. There
have been delays and setbacks but also
some great milestone moments to
celebrate, such as when we received our
waste collection permit and took delivery of
our high spec vacuum tanker.’

As some of the details and particular
administrative requirements differ,
such as asbestos regulations, CDM and
occupational ill health reporting, the only
way to understand these differences was to
read all the relevant Irish legislation and
guidance notes which was quite the
undertaking. Once the legal register was
finally compiled the procedures and
supporting documentation could be
formulated.’

For enquiries contact Christopher Evans:
christopher@ancorra.ie
Phone: +353 (87) 165 0576

Need an SPA Petrol Safety Passport?

Janet Garland,
Operations Director:
‘During the set up period of the Irish
business, Christopher underwent extensive
re-training to get all of his qualifications up
to date, as well as acquiring Irish specific
training, such as Safe Pass. Christopher
also received training on risk assessment.
To give her a break from reading Irish
legislation, we despatched Jennie off to
obtain the International CPC qualification.
We had to source all the necessary
equipment and set up new supply chains,
including maintenance providers and
statutory inspection bodies, an essential
part of managing work equipment.’

Sue Franklin,
Compliance Co-Ordinator:
‘Supporting Christopher from the UK does
present a few challenges. Geography
makes it difficult for the compliance team to
attend sites so Christopher has been
trained in risk assessment to ensure all site
specific information has been considered

We run 2-day courses and
the 1-day renewals every week at our
centres near Manchester and Liverpool.
(We are also happy to train at your facility as well!)

(At our centres there is lots
of free parking and lunch/
refreshments are included.)

For a full course list, locations and prices go to: http://gsstraining.co.uk/course/petrol-training/
0161 926 9510

Contact us:

enquiries@gsstraining.co.uk

www.gsstraining.co.uk
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STA Technical’s engineering
innovation showcased in new website
With its newly launched
website (statechnical.com)
forecourt industry specialist,
STA Technical, confirms its
leading position supporting
pump manufacturers,
installers and forecourt
retailers alike.
Based in Suffolk and working with
some of the biggest names in the
sector, STA provides bespoke
engineering services and off the
shelf products. It also offers cross
fill and overfill protection systems
through its partnership with
Austrian specialist company
Secu-Tech GMBH.
Managing director, Warren Peters, says:
“With our three distinct client sectors,
we offer engineering solutions for every
aspect of a forecourt’s installation and
its ongoing maintenance, all of which can
be seen on the new site. Enjoying
longstanding relationships with many
of the major pump manufacturers and
installers, increasingly we’re working with
independent forecourt retailers providing
products such as OSF caps, regulatory
and tank signage.”

The new site also highlights the bespoke
work undertaken by the company.
Warren continues:
“A key part of our business is working
collaboratively with clients to engineer out
issues and engineer in innovation and
contingency. Our adapter plates are a
perfect example of this. Whilst bespoke in
design, they’re now a proven cost and time
effective means of changing the
configuration of a pump layout, without
incurring significant civil works.
“Our new site not only showcases the
breadth of our engineering expertise, but
our commitment to innovation, quality and

customer service, all of which is
substantiated by the testimonials kindly
provided by clients who like how we
do business.”

www.statechnical.com

Reliable expertise for
all your environmental
service needs.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Tank and vessel cleaning
Interceptor cleaning
24 hour emergency spill response
Fuel uplift & transfers
Grade changes
Fuel recycling

•
•
•
•
•
•

High pressure jetting
Foam filling
Tank decommissioning and removal
Water filling and dewatering
Waste management
Forecourt maintenance

For more information about Ancorra Environmental Services

FS 597420
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EMS 597423

OHS 599893

ancorraenvironmental.co.uk

0151 546 3012
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Pumptronics gets an upgrade
Over the last 35 years Pumptronics has always aimed to provide
the highest quality pumps on the market. Hand built, with bespoke
configurations for each and every customer, the C-Series and Zeon
ranges are deployed all over the world.
Training facilities
Following their acquisition last year, there
has been a renewed commitment to
providing world class support for
distributors. Investment in the Norfolk
based training facility has improved the
training rooms, which are now designed to
hold 8 trainees. Distributors have already
benefitted from the improvements, with
Bulk Meter Services, Panks and AFS
Ground Support all having received
commissioning and safety training in the
new rooms.
Lean manufacturing
Customer facing areas aren’t the only ones
to be refreshed. Following on from a project
with the Manufacturing Advisory Service, a
‘Lean manufacturing assessment’ was
carried out. The result was a
reconfiguration of the workshop that
dramatically improves the efficiency and
comfort of the engineers.

Rob Davey said of the move;
“We are really pleased with how small
changes have made a big impact.
The workshop flows better and the result
is an improved product.”
Part of this process involved upgrading
the shipping materials used, to a more
eco-friendly shrink wrap that uses less
material, and eliminates the need for bulky
cardboard (which was often not recycled).
In addition to an efficiency review,
a comprehensive health and safety
assessment was carried out and
improvements were put in place to protect
staff and visitors when on site.
MID & OIML Certified
Pumptronics not only maintains Weights &
Measures certifications and OIML
approvals but they are also Schedule D
approved. This approval allows pumps,
which are being used for retailing fuel, to
be sealed and certified for accuracy before
they even leave the factory.
In most cases this means a pump can be
delivered to site, and retailing fuel within a
matter of hours; avoiding the need for
calibration by an outside organization.
An experienced team
While much has changed at Pumptronics,
some things stay the same. Staff have an
unusually long tenure, which is often
attributed to the positive and supportive
environment they find in the company.
Production supervisor, Andrew Bateman,
celebrates 16 years with the business, and
this year Harry Mistry, electronics engineer,
checks off his 28th year in the
Pumptronics family. Company Director,
Andrew Olive is celebrating his 12th year
with the business and says;
“People stay with the company because we
care about them, and they care about the
work they do. When you have talented,
passionate people, you can make a truly
outstanding product.”
Pumptronics sells their range of commercial
and retail pumps through a network of
specialist distributors. If you have a need for
one of their pumps, you can contact them
on 01692 500640 or at sales@
pumptronics.co.uk and their staff will put
you in touch with your local distributor.
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In the frame
We take a bit of a diversion in this edition, for
our friend ‘In the Frame’. Rather than introduce
one of our members, we welcome Steve Coombe,
Membership & Events Manager, Petrol Retailers
Association. Steve’s a stalwart (or is it veteran?)
of the industry and at the PEIMF we have a
great working relationship with the PRA.
Tell us about your present role

How come you’re in the industry?

How do you spend your spare time?

I have worked at the PRA for the last 11
years in different roles and my current post
is Membership and Events Manager. My
main responsibilities are the recruitment &
retention of PRA Members. I spend a large
proportion of time liaising with our
members both by phone and in person out
on the road. I also organise our “Business
Breakouts” around the UK and the
seminars alongside the forecourt
roadshows, which involves liaising with
companies to seek sponsorship and
support of PRA events. We ensure that we
cover the length and breadth of the UK
when hosting these functions.

I have been involved in the petrol industry
for the past 28 years, since I started as a
forecourt manager in 1991 at Greens
Motors, Haverfordwest, Pembrokeshire.

As I spend a fair amount of time on the
road, being with family is important to me.
I enjoy dog walking and watching sport
– particularly football (Manchester Utd)
and rugby - obviously Wales (2019 World
Cup Winners!!)

Tell us about your career to date
My father owned a carpet and furniture
business and when I left school I joined the
family business for 12 years. I then worked
for Greens Motors for another 12 years as
a forecourt manager responsible for 3
Sites. Following this I joined BigOil.net and
was part of the original set up before
joining the PRA in 2008.
Which role have you enjoyed most?
All my roles in the industry have been very
different. Although I have enjoyed them all,
without doubt my current role is the most
rewarding; working with such an
experienced team of Brian Madderson,
Gordon Balmer, Phil Monger & Ray Blake.
What do you feel have been your biggest
achievements (modesty allowed!)
Probably helping to grow the PRA
membership base over the past few years.
Where do you see yourself in say,
10 years?
10 years is a long time in this Industry!
But hopefully I will be still be involved in
the fuel sector in some capacity, unless
I win the lottery of course ☺
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What have been the most significant
changes you’ve seen in the industry?
There have been many changes in the last
28 years, but I will have to say the decline
of site numbers. This has been offset by
the rise of quality, branded shops as part
of the forecourt offer.
What do you think the future holds
for the industry?
No doubt, the advent of EV will be the
biggest change since the evolvement of
horse & cart to the introduction of the
internal combustion engine!
And are the PRA preparing for it?
Yes, The PRA will embrace future fuels,
particularly by educating Government
departments and providing full assistance
for our membership.
Give us a ‘philosophy of life”
I feel that it is important to be a good
listener as this is the only way you can
really understand others, both in one’s
personal life and work.
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Fuel Proof and Pumptronics flying high
with their aviation fuel storage systems
Quite often when it comes to the
re-fuelling of aircraft, particularly in
remote locations, access and convenience
can be one of the biggest challenges
faced by operators. Thankfully Heyshambased PEIMF member Fuel Proof, as well
as being a leading manufacturer of diesel
storage tanks, have built up an enviable
reputation in providing some of the best
fuel storage solutions for Avgas and Jet
A-1 to the aviation industry.

Fuel Proof’s premium bulk aviation tanks
are often considered to be unrivalled within

the aviation industry and are the flagship
product in their aviation fuel storage range.
Utilising the latest in design and
manufacturing technologies, the tanks are
equipped with an extensive list of unique
and innovative features and are fitted with
high quality fuel dispensing equipment to
give reliability and usability.
Double cylinder design
Available in capacities from 3,000
to 85,000 litres, their key features
include a double cylinder design with
all-steel construction, are 110% bunded
with a stainless steel inner tank, high
security specification, an industry leading
warranty and are built in accordance with
CAA guidelines and JIG for aircraft
re-fuelling equipment.

Fuel Proof has found that by offering bulk
storage tanks, they allow customers to take
control of their own refuelling needs. By
having the convenience of their own tank
they can often gain savings in fuel cost and
flexibility to operations.

Consequently, Fuel Proof are seeing a
considerable uptake in diesel/AdBlue
tanks, particularly within their towable
Bowser ranges, which are all-in-one units
built to store, transport and dispense
diesel and Adblue.

tank, stainless steel AdBlue tank, twin
dispensing systems and a tough chassis
with heavy duty running gear. These
bowsers are fully compliant with current
environmental regulations and provide
unrivalled security, durability and efficiency.

These units feature an all steel
construction with 110% bunded diesel

Contact Fuel Proof by calling them on:
01524 850685 or visit: www.fuelproof.co.uk

As a result, fuel storage manufacturers like
Fuel Proof Ltd are now manufacturing a
range of combination tanks and dispensing
systems that can accommodate both
diesel and AdBlue. Storing AdBlue in bulk
also saves many companies money, as the
price of the product decreases rapidly
when bought in bulk as opposed to
purchasing in smaller quantities on
the forecourt.

As well as offering bulk aviation tanks, Fuel
Proof also manufactures a variety of other
aviation storage tanks to suit the needs of a
range of customers in the aviation industry.
Static aviation tanks, for example, come in a
range of sizes from 990 to 2,000 litres and
are ideally suited to small-to-medium scale
refuelling applications, such as airfields and
flying clubs.

Diesel
Petrol

And for those customers needing a mobile
refuelling solution, Fuel Proof produce
bowsers in capacities from 1,000 to
10,000 litres which are designed
specifically for being towed directly to the
location the aircraft needs refuelling at.
Fuel Proof’s exacting standards, where
each product is constantly checked
throughout the manufacturing process,
means they provide not only the highest
quality fuel storage equipment but also
provide a consistently high level of
support and assistance for the life of
the equipment.
To speak to Fuel Proof about your aviation
fuel storage requirements you can either
call them on 01524 850685 or visit their
website at www.fuelproof.co.uk for more
information.
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Fuel Proof has been consulting with its
customers in recent years about the
growing requirements of AdBlue storage
and the challenges this presents.
With environmental issues high on the
agenda, construction companies in
particular are coming under a lot of
pressure to adhere to increasingly stringent
emissions regulations that are being put in
place. With diesel engines receiving
somewhat of a hammering in the media in
recent years, many vehicle manufacturers
to come up with innovative ways to reduce
harmful emissions, including the
increasing use of the AdBlue / DEF system,

Just recently Fuel Proof built a bespoke
50,000 litre tank for a helicopter station in
the Outer Hebrides. As you can imagine
this was a quite a technical undertaking,
not least because of the size of the tank
and the remote location, but also because
of the requirements of the fuel and
dispensing equipment needed.
Without doubt,the best solution for this
particular project was to use a Pumptronics
C-series ATEX mono 90L per minute fuel
dispenser. This is UK weights and
measures approved, with an attention to
detail and quality of components which
ensures a reliable product for fast,
accurate and repeatable fuel dispensing.

AdBlue bowsers from Fuel Proof

AvGas
Bio-Deisel

Zeon Range

AdBlue®

C-Series Range
MID

Retail & Commercial Pumps

Come rain, sand or snow, Pumptronics pumps are built to last in the toughest
environments. For 35 years our hand-built pumps have refuelled millions of
vehicles from the arctic circle to the deserts of Africa.

T: 01692 500640
E: sales@pumptronics.co.uk
W: www.pumptronics.co.uk
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Yacht
Aircraft

What makes a good partner?
PEIMF member EdgePetrol have seen a
meteoric rise In their involvement with
fuel retailers over the past couple of years.
Here is a very interesting appraisal from
them on their core principles.
EdgePetrol would not exist without its
partners. In order to bring a fuel retailer’s
key metrics to one place in real time,
we have integrations and relationships
with PoS providers, fuel suppliers,
competitor pricing providers, wet stock
managers and more. It’s all part of how
we bring the petrol ecosystem into one
place in real-time.

3. Sharing the same vision
4. Clearly defined needs and expectations
5. Pulling from each other’s strengths
6. Transparency and accountability
7. S
 peed of delivery without compromising
quality
Trust is not something you can measure,
but it is the most important part of the
process. Trusting companies or people is
not just trusting them to get on with it,
it is about having a level of trust where you
can speak openly and honestly in your
mutual interests.

Often, we have to put ourselves in the
customer’s shoes and ask;

This means not being afraid to say when
things are not good enough. We value our
partners who challenge us. Their challenge
shows us that they trust us to receive their
criticism in the right way and focus our
energy on working to improve rather than
wasting it on being defensive. In return,
we expect the same from them.

“Would we be happy with this service?"
So in order to deliver this optimum service,
Edge use a basic set of rules:
1. Trust and communication
2. Mutual respect

It also means rewarding each other when
things are good. We are thinking of ways to
reward our partners for great performance,
so watch this space.
There are three trust models that we
reference when working with partners:
1. T he Trust Equation: an analytical
model showing the components of
trustworthiness
2. T he Trust Creation Process:
a process model showing how trust
can be created
3. T he Trust Principles: 4 principles of
values that serve as guides to decision
making and conduct to increase trust.
Over the coming weeks we will be covering
the other models in more detail on our blog
which can be found at edgepetrol.com
Make sure you visit the Knowledge Centre
on the website to find out more!
www.edgepetrol.com

UKPIA’s ‘future vision’

A visionary report on the future of the UK Downstream oil sector in a low-carbon world
Conclusions from the report include:

A future downstream oil sector that
delivers lower lifecycle emissions from
its processes and products can play a
major role in helping the UK realise its
net-zero climate ambitions, according to
a new report.

• By 2050 demand for liquid fuels will
change, but they will still be needed.

The report from the UK Petroleum Industry
Association (UKPIA) outlines the
opportunities across the sector; from
refinery to forecourt. It can help companies
decarbonise their operations, provide a
new generation of low-carbon liquid fuels
to consumers and ensure that the industry
continues to be a major contributor to the
UK economy.

• The fuels we use today could be made
low-carbon on a lifecycle basis, efficiently
using existing distribution infrastructure and
without having to wait for a new car fleet.
• Many opportunities exist for the
downstream oil sector to work with other
industries, particularly in industrial
clusters, to achieve at-scale
decarbonisation, especially thanks to
energy efficiency improvements and new
technologies such as carbon capture.

• ‘Refineries of the Future’ can be
vanguard R&D hubs for low-carbon liquid
fuels, which can help society realise its
climate change ambitions as well as
offering opportunity to increase exports
of low-carbon products and expertise.
With the sector currently making an annual
contribution to UK GDP of £21.2 billion and
supporting around 300,000 jobs, the
UKPIA ‘Future Vision’ report calls for a
technology neutral investment climate that
will further incentivise the downstream oil
industry to make the changes to operate in
a low-carbon world.

UKPIA Future Vision | The Downstream Oil Sector in a Low-Carbon World | July 2019

The UKPIA
Future Vision
for the
Downstream
Oil Sector

Embracing new products,
technologies and processes
across our industry



A major contributor
to the UK economy
 The downstream oil sector plays a big
part in the success of UK plc in terms of
£21 billion in gross domestic product and
the 300,000 jobs it supports
 Major centres of engineering excellence are
located around downstream infrastructure reﬁneries, terminals and forecourts
- across the UK

 Energy efﬁciency and new
technologies – such as carbon
capture – can decarbonise industry

Plan for a
low-carbon future
 By 2050 demand for liquid fuels
will change, but they will still
be needed

 Low-carbon fuels can be readily
distributed via existing downstream
infrastructure requiring minimal
changes in consumer behaviour
 Reﬁneries of the Future can be
research and development hubs
for low-carbon fuels

 The Forecourt of the Future may need to
reimagine the role of mobility in an age of
increased choice

 The downstream oil sector
can be an enabler of the
low-carbon transition

 Liquid fuels will still be needed in high
energy density transport – heavy goods
vehicles, aviation and shipping

 Liquid fuels can help society
achieve its low-carbon ambitions

To ensure the
downstream sector
continues to play
this vital part in
our energy future,
companies will need to...
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Embracing new ways of
moving people and goods
across the transport network
 Changing technology and consumer
behaviour will alter how we move by air,
land and sea

Working with others to
unlock the low-carbon future

Potential ways to achieve
a low-carbon downstream
sector include...

 Opportunities exist for the downstream
sector to work with other industries
and stakeholders to decarbonise
 Industrial clusters could unlock the
door to a low-carbon economy
 Leadership, vision and modular
development could put reﬁneries
at the heart of decarbonisation

Putting in place
the policies
that support and
incentivise change
will mean we must...

Work with government to
unlock the low-carbon future
 A low-carbon downstream sector will
require investment of time, personnel,
capital and business leadership
 Government has a key role in creating
an investment climate to support
decarbonisation
 Engagement with government is vital
to unlocking the low-carbon future

Achieving
these ambitions
will ensure that the
downstream oil sector
continues to be...

A major contributor
to the UK economy
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A professional service - nationwide
Bristol-based PEIMF member AMGS
Electrical Ltd are a well-established
electrical contracting company. They
undertake a wide range of electrical
works nationwide, with a speciality in
petrol filling station installations. They
cover all aspects of modern electrical
contracting, including design, installation,
maintenance and testing.
AMGS began trading in 2006, and since
then have built a well-respected reputation
within the industry, as being extremely
knowledgeable, skilled, and experienced;
with an emphasis on customer service and
relations. Whether providing a free
quotation, or co-ordinating a full scale
design and build project, their attention to
detail is always consistent.
Well qualified
All of their employees are qualified in the
use of mobile towers (PASMA), mobile
elevated platforms (IPAF), and all hold
current SPA and CSCS cards.
All electricians hold current 18th edition
BS7671 qualifications, and they have NICEIC
accredited qualified supervisors, who hold
current Comp-ex EX07 and EX08 units with
regards to hazardous areas on filling stations.
They are NICEIC approved contractors and
hazardous areas approved contractors.
Examples of the variety of their different
working environments include army bases,
university campuses, schools, coffee
shops, garages and showrooms to name
just a few, but their main focus is on petrol
filling stations, which currently takes up all
of their time.
They are also involved with a number
of major LED lighting manufacturers,
so can offer cost effective, and energy
efficient lighting schemes, anywhere

in the UK. Late 2017 saw them complete a
network-wide LED lighting project for
Rontec, in which they replaced every light,
on every site with LED fittings, over a 4
month period.
Forecourt expertise
AMGS look after over a thousand sites
nationwide, including the entire MFG
estate for maintenance and testing. Many
other petrol retailers also benefit from their
expertise, such as Rontec, Certas, The
Fraser Group, Symonds Forecourts and
Falcon Retail to name but a few. Recent
work includes the new build Skelton lake
Extra services on the M1, as well as being
involved in other major NTI and KDRB
projects for various other retailers around
the country. Importantly, AMGS are the
sole electrical contractor installing the
new Certas unmanned network, with over
20 completed so far, and many more in
the pipeline.

Services
Here are some of the services AMGS offer.
If what you require is not listed, simply give
them a call to discuss your project, and
they will be only too happy to help.
•D
 esign
• Installation including domestic,
commercial, industrial and forecourts
• Inspection and testing
•P
 lanned and reactive maintenance
•A
 nnual certification for petrol licensing
• L ED Lighting
•A
 utomatic lighting control systems
•A
 udio and PA equipment
•D
 ata and communication systems
•E
 mergency lighting
•U
 PS Systems
History
The company was founded by the
experienced and well-respected Alan
Morris in 2006, and he guided the ship
until his retirement this year, after over
40 years in the industry.
Current MD James Alker had come in
off the tools 3 years ago.
James says;
“I came into the office with a view to
growing the business, and eventually took
over this year. From just 4 vans, we now
have over 20 employees as well as a wide
network of specialist sub-contractors.
We are able to operate effectively,
anywhere in the country. Hopefully our
name is now one of the most well
recognised in the industry when it comes
to electrical contracting.”
Contact james.alker@amgselectrical.co.uk
Phone 0117 967 6800
www.amgselectrical.co.uk
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CompEx electrical works with A&G
PEIMF member A&G Group demonstrate how important
it is to use specialist electrical contractors.
Having been founded by a naval engineer
and electrician 35 years ago, electrical
services (particularly on marinas and
harbours) have always been part of our
business at A&G.
Being in the fuel industry, we knew how
important it was that our electricians had
CompEx qualifications to safely carry out
installations, maintenance, testing and
inspection. Regulations state that electrical
works must be carried out by a competent
person, so this qualification also makes it
easy for our customers to show the
petroleum officer that they have contracted
a person specifically competent in
electrical works on fuel sites.
A&G has contracts for electrical testing and
inspection on numerous sites, including
award-winning Mayflower marina in
Plymouth, who offer a wide range of
services and facilities in a beautiful
location. When they were looking to replace
their fuel kiosk earlier this year, we were
contracted to decommission the existing
kiosk and install the new one.
Just 2 days downtime
This project took place over two days, to
minimise disruption to the site and
downtime of the fuelling equipment just
before the busy Summer season.

Day one saw the decommission
of the existing fuel kiosk,
disconnecting all related
electrics and making safe
for the kiosk to be dismantled.
The new electrics were installed
the next day, including lighting,
sockets, fused spurs and
switchgear for the fuel
equipment. The project
was finished with testing
and certification of the
new electrics.

A & G Group Limited

Fuelling your business

Providing installations and maintenance to
commercial fuel sites, forecourts and electric
vehicle charging stations nationwide.
TANK & PUMP INSTALLATIONS
TANK CLEANS & MOVES
FUEL MANAGEMENT
MAINTENANCE & REPAIRS

Charles Bush - Managing
Director at Mayflower marina said:

ELECTRIC VEHICLE CHARGING
ELECTRICAL WORKS & INSPECTION

“Mayflower marina has employed the
services of A&G for several years. The
great appeal of them is that they are able
to offer a comprehensive range of fuel
related services; so, when it came to
replacing our fuel berth kiosk we knew
where to turn.
“Apart from safety, timing was a key
requirement of the job in order to minimise
downtime. A&G delivered all that we could
have hoped for. Their engineers were
prompt, highly competent, and courteous.
After the job was completed, we received
the requisite installation and electrical test
certification. I would have no hesitation in
recommending A&G.”

THE FUEL SITE SPECIALISTS
IN THE SOUTHWEST FOR
OVER 30 YEARS.

SITE DECOMMISSIONING

www.aggroupltd.co.uk | 01579 344503

A&G provide installation, decommission,
repair and maintenance of fuel equipment
and electrics, including EV charging.
Please feel free to call the office with any
enquiries; 01579 344503 or visit
www.aggroupltd.co.uk

Now open!
EdgeMarketplace - The new
listing platform created for
retailers so they can easily
find suppliers
If you would like your company
to be listed, sign up at:
marketplace.edgepetrol.com
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It's FuelQuip for the red rose

Pennine Pump & Tank install FuelQuip fuel management systems at Lancashire County Council
When Lancashire County Council
announced that they would like to upgrade
their refuelling process, equipment and
fuel management systems across multiple
depots, Pennine Pump & Tank jumped at
the opportunity to tender for the contract.
Having serviced and maintained the
refuelling facilities at LCC for decades,
Pennine had invaluable experience and
knowledge of each site. As a result, they
were able to provide the best fitting
solution for LCC’s requirements.
Steve Preston, Managing Director;
“More and more job opportunities are
being offered through the tender process
and so we were very pleased to have been
the chosen applicant especially as our
business is situated in, and operates from
Lancashire. It means that we are able to
provide a rapid response if and when
required.”
Following major concerns that fuel usage
was not being monitored in the most
efficient manner possible, the council were
provided with authorisation to implement
new controls, which would incorporate
tighter security measures. Increasing the
accountability of their total fuel usage and
improving the refuelling process would
allow LCC to produce informed, detailed
reports which documented the precise
expenditure on fuel spend.
With a large fleet of vehicles, ranging from
grass cutters and road sweepers to service
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vans and highway gritters, all of which are
operated by various drivers and each filling
up at multiple depots, LCC required a
system that would be flexible enough to
allow the daily operations to run smoothly
but also secure so that only authorised
personnel and vehicles could re-fuel.
“Our previous system was in desperate
need of updating; it was old, slow and
lacked sufficient security at the pump to
provide an adequate level of accountability
of fuel usage at each site.”

Lancashire County Council
The installations saw all sites across the
Lancashire area, which had fuel storage
facilities, upgraded to the FuelQuip
AMC:W150 fuel management system. The
existing equipment at each site differed
greatly in terms of model, age, quality,
reliability and usability; therefore the level
of upgrades that were required varied to
best suit the current set ups.

24/7 support
The previous fuel management system in
place had little security or ability to pull
reports. The new FuelQuip system comes
with the added benefit (at no extra cost) of
24/7 service support. This is invaluable
when gritters are in use at 2am over the
winter months. Pennine Pump & Tank also
installed new electronic tank gauges and
these were connected into the FuelQuip
fuel management system to provide live
stock level readings of fuel. Multiple sites
which previously had no management
system in place were now able to benefit
from accurate monitoring, security and
stock level reporting.

“Fuel usage is now accountable throughout
all the sites and can be traced to individual
users and vehicles. We record the
purchase price of each delivery of fuel into
the system to calculate cost which has
been useful to identify any vehicles that
are expensive to run. Inputting the fuel
deliveries and monitoring the system
efficiently also helps to identify any fuel
discrepancies or loss. The FuelQuip fuel
management system has saved an
uncountable amount of hours in admin
and office work by processing reports in a
quick and easy manner.”
Overall, the new FuelQuip system provides
continuity across the depots for ease of use
and enables an overview of the entire council’s
fuel usage from one software package.
www.fuelquip.co.uk
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Professional car wash solutions that are
flexible, economical and fast
The New Karcher
CWB3 Klean!Star
car wash system
from TSG
It’s no secret the professional car washing
market can be a tough one to succeed in.
With new car wash ‘centres’ popping up
on every corner and competitive pricing
structures to boot – how do you make
sure your wash centre stands out from
the crowd?
PEIMF member TSG have the answer
with Karcher’s new CWB3 Klean!Star
gantry professional car washing systems
and its unsurpassed service and
maintenance offering.
There’s no doubt that Karcher is a name
synonymous with quality cleaning and,
with today’s car owner wanting a top
quality finish, combined with speed and
convenience, TSG’s professional car
washing and ongoing service and
maintenance options provide the answer
for today’s modern business owner:
Klean!Star and Klean!Star iQ
Quick to set up, low maintenance, long
lasting and tailored to almost any customer
request – as if that wasn’t enough, the new
Karcher CWB3 range provides middle and
premium class automatic car washing, with
all new innovations for the UK. Designed for
fast wash programmes, with a fully
customised new frame illumination concept.
K!Wheel iQ – wheel washing, Karcher style
Precise wheel cleaning is a problem only in
the past with the new K!Wheel iQ. Taking
on stubborn dirt and hard to reach crevices
with its s-bend flexible adjustment,

designed to meet back in the centre
ensuring a more accurate clean with
perfect results, no matter the rim size.
Noteworthy: The wheel wash is partly
sunken into the carwash frame to lower risk
of accidental damage.
K!Brush iQ
Intelligent side brushes with divided
segments, individual brush segments
adapted by a vertical axle offset to the
vehicle contour and brushes that work with
the alignment of the vehicle, ensuring a
better cleaning performance all round,
literally!
New from TSG - Charlie Pay
Charlie Pay is TSG’s multi-platform solution
to allow mobile, contactless, voucher,
barcode and app payments. Connectivity is
available on a wide selection of systems on
site, including the Karcher CWB3 range and
coffee machines. For Karcher wash
systems and jet washes, we have two
standalone terminal solutions, which allow
the consumer to purchase a car wash
programme, as well as adding additional
cleaning services.
Payment is managed in the cloud and
ensures a cashless and more secure
environment. Promotions and vouchers are
managed in line with the FuelPos in store to
give added value to the customer.
The Charlie Pay dashboard allows instant
access to sales data and allows the user to
easily update promotions at the touch of
a button.
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Why choose a Karcher car wash?
Besides the stand out brand association,
a Karcher car wash system brings you;
• Zero maintenance
• Sustainability
• Cost-effectiveness
•O
 ptimal cleaning results in the shortest
time possible
Karcher valeting products from TSG, also
include jet wash, vacuum and air water /
screen wash towers.
Why choose TSG?
In exclusive partnership with Karcher, TSG
offer the best solution when it comes to
professional car cleaning systems.
Combining Karcher’s reputable car cleaning
products with TSG’s reliable and in depth
maintenance services.

“turnkey solutions for your business”
• Services
• Tokheim Dispensers
• FM
• Tank Maintenance
• Construction
• Small Works
• Payment Solutions

• POS/BOS
• CCTV
• EV Charging Solutions
• Karcher Vehicle Valeting
• Tank Gauges
• Media
• Payment

TSG supply on-call support or work on the
basis of service agreements. Providing
contracts tailored to your individual
business set up and requirements. Ranging
from basic every day help desk support, to
an all-inclusive 24/7 service agreement.
Find out more about TSG Wash and the
full range of Karcher products and
TSG services available by contacting
Frank McLaughlan on +44 7722143812,
email frank.mclaughlan@tsg-solutions.com
or visit www.tsg-solutions.com/UK

+44 (0) 1162 437 476

Email: sales.uk@tokheimsolutions.uk
Visit: www.tsg-solutions.com/uk
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A bright future for car washing
AIR-serv has been successfully supplying
jet washes to filling stations for 25 years.
Here Managing Director Clive Steel shares
his analysis of the wash market.

We don’t sell jet washes
In the main we do not actually sell jet
washes, because our core business is
vending. This means we supply jet washes
at no cost to the site owner or company,
and we either share the revenue, or have a
rental program in place for 3 to 5 years.
The revenue share and rental formula
means that our jet washes are extremely
reliable. We understand that breakdowns
cost our partners valuable lost revenue,
therefore we prefer to keep our machines
operational through planned maintenance
visits instead.
At AIR-serv we do not charge our revenue
share and rental partners for any call-outs;
we try to make our partners’ lives as
simple and easy as possible. If the
machines stop working they simply call us,
and we fix it at no cost. After all it’s in our
interest (as owners of the machines) to
keep them operating at all times! Our
performance stats show that our first-time
fix is an average of 97%, which
demonstrates that AIR-serv’s interest is to
keep the income coming in for both our
partners and ourselves.

That’s the laundry done:
now for the good bit

In 2017 AIR-serv began its relationship
with Turtle Wax, an internationally
recognised chemical brand. AIR-serv now
offers two types of chemical in our
portfolio; Turtle Wax and our own branded
product. We now wish to offer the Turtle
wax brand of chemicals to any jet Wash
and rollover carwash owner in the UK
and Ireland.
AIR-serv has first-hand experience of jet
wash incomes increasing where the Jet
wash is branded with Turtle Wax. We feel
it’s only right to pass this news on to others
that are yet to be our partners. By using a
professional jet wash supplier with
high-end branded chemical, this will deliver
superior results for the end user and
ultimately drive revenues!

And now for the future

Having conducted regular market reviews
and successfully managing our jet wash
business, with zero negative impact during
the growth of the hand car wash
phenomenon, we will now stick our heads
above the parapet and predict the future!
AIR-serv believe the wash market is in for
some major changes, which will be driven
by successful legitimate hand car wash
owners and the forecourt sector. As
forecourt owners review the wash incomes
per linear metre of space, they will start to
close down washes, in favour of drive
through coffee to go and shop extensions,
enhancing their food to go offers. Any
spare land on the site apron will be
converted into multiple jet wash bays.
Those with single jet washes will look to
add a second, and we can help out here
with our back-to-back jet wash.
Rollover car washes, having suffered at the
hands of the hand car washes, will make a
return in wash centres located away from
petrol stations, as entrepreneurs look for
derelict and brownfield land to develop.
These wash centres will include enhanced
facilities, such as coffee and snacks, and
will be managed by friendly customerfocussed staff. Washing your car will
become a pleasant experience at these
wash centres! Customers will be able to
relax and watch whilst their vehicle is
cleaned professionally and with care.

Twin Jet wash designed to be installed
between two parallel wash bays
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Quality chemical = customers
At present many wash owners go to the
trouble of sourcing the right wash for their
business at great cost, but with little

Deluxe Dark Jet wash fitted with features such
as large LCD display, Contactless and cash
payment and 180 degree rotating boom arms.

thought for the chemical used, price tends
to determine the wash chemicals rather
than quality. Customers paying for a
“Diamond” or top wash programme
demand quality and the choice of chemical
used will help determine if the customer
returns and becomes a regular! There are
38.2 million passenger cars on the road
and they all need cleaning at some point.
Do something positive to get your share of
that business – quality chemical will help
retain your customers.
Some of you reading this will say “Where’s
the proof?” Well we can only write an
honest account of what we see and how
we feel, so all I’ll say to close is “remember
you read this in INSITE magazine”.
For further product details please call
AIR-serv on 01942 722333 and select
Option 2.

Turtle Wax Pro
chemicals only
available from
AIR-serv
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Contactless payment: the future
PEIMF member Scotia forecourt services looks at developments in methods of payment
for valeting services.
Self-service forecourt valeting equipment
continues to be a fantastic way of
optimising the full potential of the space on
your forecourt, and many aspects have
changed over the years.
Displays have grown larger and clearer.
Branding has become brighter and
more elaborate.
Payment: Cash operation has its
advantages, but is always open to crime.
You can take precautions of course
(additional locks, a more secure safe, CCTV,
additional lighting or signage insisting that
no money is held in the machine).
Unfortunately, as well as potentially losing
some cash, can leave you with thousands or
pounds worth of repairs or, in some cases,
irreparable damage to your equipment.
So what are your options?
Options include code access and/or token
operation. Both have advantages and
disadvantages. Code access technology is
tidy but can be expensive. Tokens, on the
surface, are an ideal solution. They avoid
the security issue but can be slow and put
customers off.
Contactless technology
Contactless technology has become rapidly
more popular, with the introduction of not
only contactless payments on debit and
credit cards but now on mobile devices.
The simplicity and convenience of this is
liberating for many people.

thorough wash, the option of running a jet
wash on a cash operation, in tandem with
contactless payment, is now available too.

What does it mean for your business?
Less cash in your customers’ pockets could
mean less income into your cash-operated
machines. Either a customer may just put
less money into your machine, as they can
tend to just put in what they have in their
pocket, or if they have no cash they may
just not bother at all.
Therefore, for optimal convenience we
have now introduced contactless payment
terminals as an option on our self-service
jet wash and vacuums (with air towers
following next year).

Your site should be whatever you want it to
be, in every way possible. From canopies to
pumps, to what you sell in your shop; your
self-service valeting equipment should be
no different. Have them built from scratch
and tailored to your individual needs.
Modernising your equipment, to keep up with
the current market trends, could help assure
that you’re continuing to attain the full potential
of your site - for many years to come.
www.scotiaforecourt.com

In high crime areas, the option of running
your jet wash solely on contactless
technology is now available. As a way of
capitalising on situations where customers
may not have enough cash for a full and
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ISTOBAL presents Smartwash
A pioneering technological concept for digitalising car wash facilities

“Smartwash by ISTOBAL” is a pioneering smart technology for wash installations, currently redefining the vehicle wash and care sector.
Fully connected and based on IoT and Big Data, this new generation of high-tech wash facilities is designed to increase profitability and
improve the user experience.
The system displays all the relevant figures
and information about the condition of the
site and user behaviour via a control panel,
which can be accessed online and in real
time on any device. By connecting all the
wash equipment (rollovers, tunnels, jet
wash and vacuum areas), the new solution
improves the process and enables the
installation to be managed digitally with
systems that integrate and analyse the
information, helping increase and monitor
the profitability of the wash facility.
Digitalisation ensures optimum
performance by reducing waiting times
between washes and offering customised
promotions for consumers to boost loyalty.
These are just a few of the many
advantages of this revolutionary
technology, one of the recent winners at
the Motortec Automechanika 2019
Innovation Gallery Awards.
Operators can view detailed financial
reports about the number of washes,
billing of services, programs and type of
users, and other statistical information.

Integration into third-party apps
Istobal specialises in wash and care
solutions for all kinds of vehicles and is
already pioneering the use of this
technology as part of a real revolution in
the car wash sector.
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This technology allows to manage and
control various installations on one digital
platform, that can be integrated into
third-party apps via an API interface and
provides huge volumes of Big Data, allowing
customers to make better decisions and
increase the profitability of their business.

Digital management
The offer generator based on a multitude
of data, such as frequency of wash, chosen
programs or average user ticket, allows to
make timely offers quickly to get the most
out of marketing actions and take
advantage of cross-selling.
The Smartwash technology also gathers
and offers technical data on the condition
of the machinery and consumables with
just one click. Through a sensor system, it
informs about the state of the facility and
its components, as well as offering data on
the consumption of chemical products. In
addition, an advanced remote control
software system allows the ISTOBAL
Technical Service to remotely solve
incidents to guarantee the maximum
operational availability of the facility.

A faster and more convenient experience
without getting out of the car
Smartwash by ISTOBAL is available on an
app for Android and iOS, offering a faster,
easier, more convenient and more intuitive

experience for customers – without the
need to get out of the car. This technology
allows users to select a basic wash
program and add different extras based on
their needs and preference and offers a
wide variety of payment systems.
As well as making it easier to find these
installations, the ISTOBAL App also lets
customers pay for different wash services
and activate the machines without having
to get out of the car. For added peace of
mind, customers can also use the app to
stop the equipment in case of emergency.
The Smartwash technology in the jet wash
area allows the users to pay only for what
they consume and keep the remaining
cash in their account for a next wash.
Smartwash by ISTOBAL already works in
some cities in Spain, the United Kingdom
and Austria, with further plans to expand
this new technology at international level
over the course of this year.

EdgePetrol announce a successful
integration with Orbis Tech
Orbis Tech and EdgePetrol are celebrating the completion of their first integration, and the start of a close alliance between
the two companies. The integration has facilitated the rollout of EdgePetrol to Certas Energy’s 35 sites across the UK.
EdgePetrol’s innovative technology
securely connects with all PoS and fuel
suppliers to display live weighted and
blended margins, live volume, live profits,
and competitor pricing. Providing fuel
retailers with the tools they need to
improve station profitability.
Alex Friendship, Retail Development
Manager at Certas Energy said:
"We have been extremely impressed to see
Orbis Tech and EdgePetrol integrate so
quickly and efficiently. We are excited to
see the benefits of having access to live
and accurate information for the Gulf
company-owned portfolio."
Ellis Sharman, Implementation and
Support Manager at EdgePetrol said;
“The speed, accuracy, and security of Orbis
Tech’s development work for the rollout
was fantastic and are looking forward to
many more. Orbis Tech is an exciting

partner for us both in the UK and abroad
and their commitment to connecting to the
latest technology in the market has led to
yet another successful integration.”
The integration development now
completed by Orbis Tech demonstrates
their commitment to continue bringing new
cutting-edge technologies to its customers.
Bob Laidlaw, Orbis Tech’s COO commented;
“The integration with EdgePetrol is a great
example of collaboration between two
like-minded and progressive companies
bringing cutting edge solutions to the
Petroleum Forecourt industry. ‘’

About EdgePetrol
EdgePetrol is currently transforming the
working processes of petrol retailers, by
helping them to understand in real-time
how their business is performing. After
launching in September 2017, EdgePetrol
has seen fast growth and is currently
helping 16 of the Top 50 Indies manage
their site(s) more effectively.
About Orbis Tech
Orbis Tech has developed an integrated,
single platform point of sale, back office ,
and head office solution. Developed on an
open platform, it transforms the way
petroleum forecourts, retail and hospitality
businesses operate, and enables hybrid
business models to be run on a modular,
single platform. Founded in 2008, Orbis
Tech is headquartered in the United
Kingdom with several offices overseas.
www.orbistech.com | www.edgepetrol.com

Smartwash for fleets
Additionally, ISTOBAL will soon be
introducing a smart management module
for fleets, (car rentals, rideshares, ride
service hailing, buses and trucks). The
system automates the fleet wash process
providing greater control, as it gives access
to real time data such as wash
frequencies, programs used or drivers.
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APEA Live 2019

Steve Fox joins MFG
as MD Retail

Exhibition | Conference | Awards Dinner

21 November 2019, StadiumMK

Motor Fuel Group (MFG), the UK’s
largest independent forecourt operator,
is pleased to announce the appointment
of Steve Fox as its new managing
director, retail.

APEA Live is the must-attend event for the petroleum industry.
Here's why.
The Exhibition:

• Bever Innovations D3

The Conference:

Can you afford not to be there?
Sponsored by ELAFLEX

• City Fuel Services A24

Regulation, retail and the future of
transport. Sponsored by ELAFLEX

Your chance to research and discover the
latest products and most innovative
services on the forecourt and petroleum
market. Not only that, but it is a great
networking and business opportunity arrange your client meetings; in one place,
on the same day.

• Cookson & Zinn A4

Register you and your colleagues at
apealive.co.uk then start planning how to
make the most ofyour day out of the office
Alternatively, book a stand in the exhibition,
then you are able to showcase exactly why
you and your business stand up above the
rest. Don’t be the company who should
have been there.
Becoming an exhibitor is easy. Simply
contact Raj Jadeja - he will on advise the
best stand for you and on how to make the
most of it. Email him at raj@f2fevents.co.uk
or call on+44 1442 289 920.

• Commercial Fuel Solutions D5
• Dover Fueling Solutions C1
• Durapipe D16
• ELAFLEX D11
• Franklin Fueling Systems C2
• Gilbarco Veeder-Root B1
• Global MSI B6
• GripHero A15
• LCM Environmental A11
• Ledbury Welding B12

He will report directly to Jeremy Clarke,
MFG’s chief operating officer, who says;
“This is key appointment for us as MFG drives ahead with
strengthening its retail offering, pursues an ambitious retail
development programme and builds upon our market
leadership position.

FYI: your exhibition registration gives you
free access to the conference as well.

“Steve brings a wealth of retail and wholesale experience to
MFG together with an existing understanding of our business,
having worked with us since May 2016 when we rolled out the
Londis and Budgens shop formats across our network.”

• Meridian Electrical A16
• NAL D17
• Nupi Industrie Italiane D8
• Octane Pump & Tank A8
• PEIMF A3

Specialist insurance

• Petroassist UK D13
• PFS Fueltec A2
• PWM B9
• Risbridger A1

• APEA A7
• Adler & Allan D1
• AIR-serv D14
• Berrys D17

• Sloan LED Europe A9

• Slicker Recycling A17

provides insurance solutions for an entire
spectrum of commercial clients.

• Suresite D17

Jackaman Ins Services Ltd provides versatile and
specialist insurance products for most commercial clients.

• The Premier Group B7
• TSG D10

Further growth for Triscan

The Triscan Group, the UK’s largest manufacturer and supplier of fuel
management systems, are fuelled for further growth with the acquisition of
Liquid Management Solutions Ltd.
LMS, based in Wolverhampton, have been
providing an extensive range of fuel
management systems for over
15 years with a particularly strong
presence within the mining and
aggregates sector.

expertise in to the mining and aggregates
market segment that will add further
value to the Group. It remains the Triscan
Group’s intention to always provide you
with first-class service and bespoke,
up-to-date fuel management.”

Managing Director of the group,
Andrea Whittaker, said;

Bringing LMS into the Triscan Group
further strengthens all resources,
allowing the group to continue with its
excellent customer service and strong
support, through its UK wide network
of engineers.
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Combining knowledge and experience from
experts and key thought-leaders in your
industry. This year, the agenda will focus on
retail, technical regulation and culminate in
a panel discussion about the future of
transport. You can find the full programme
on the website, where you can also register
as a delegate.

• MannTek A10

Here is a list of companies who understand
that you have to be present to be seen:

“Our goal at The Triscan Group is to
deliver the best fuelling solutions for
our clients through our network of fuel
management experts. LMS bring an

Steve has over 30 years’ experience in
food and convenience retailing. Starting
his career in operations with Safeway, he then moved to
Booker where he managed a six-fold increase in their Premier
symbol group members before becoming managing director,
Booker Group Retail. Over the last year he has been actively
involved in the company’s successful merger with Tesco.

Generator belly tank gauging
solutions from O.L.E. (UK) LTD
C2020-B-CLS070:
• Great for rectangular
belly tanks
• 200mm to 700mm

• Over 40 years’ experience in the insurance industry
• Extensive knowledge of the Hazardous Trade sector
• Targeted policies to suit your needs

The Triscan Group was originally formed in
2013. The company expanded further in
2018 with the acquisition of Timeplan
Fuel Solutions Ltd. The group filled a gap
in the marketplace offering an advanced
and competitive solution to a wider variety
of customers who bulk store fuel.

• Competitive premium levels
• Exclusive Insurers available
• Specialist package arrangements
• Precise professional service
Jackaman Ins Services Ltd is authorised
and regulated by the Finance Conduct Authority.

FREE
insurance
healthcheck
call now!

Triscan pride themselves on their ability to
tailor a totally integrated solution to onsite
fuel management services.
Every fuel management system is
compatible with a wide range of transport
vehicles, from road to rail and water to
air transport.

www.triscansystems.com

204 Parrock Street, Gravesend, Kent DA12 1EW
Email: sales@jackamaninsurance.co.uk
Tel: 01474 557427 • www.jackamaninsurance.co.uk

These gauges:
• High level and optional
bund alarms
• Display unit externally mounted
• Mains, 12 or 24 vdc as standard
Utilising capacitance level measurement
• Cut to required length
• For diesels and gasoil
• Fixed and mobile installations worldwide
• Commercial & retail applications
• Also connect to OLE/ third-party telemetry systems
to monitor bulk stocks

www.oleuk.com • 01243 267930
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Fuel management is history!
Providing a site plan

Depot management is the future

Fleet fuel depot management system with a difference from DiaLOG
You will find the ancient Greek prefix of ‘Dia’ occurring in spoken language frequently:
‘diagnosis’, ‘diameter’ and ‘dialect’ to name a few. Its meaning however is always the
same; ‘thoroughly,’ ‘completely’ & ‘end to end’ which perfectly summarises the DiaLOG
fuel management system.
In addition to working
with your electronic tank
gauging system to
accurately manage and
reconcile your diesel,
AdBlue, and fuel oils, the
DiaLOG can plug in to all
the vital aspects of your
depot. Security cameras,
doors & gates, hydrogen
dispensers, electric
vehicle charge points and
even your vehicle wash
centre can all be
monitored from the one,
thoroughly complete,
end to end, DiaLOG fleet
depot management
system.

You will hear many providers of fuel
management claim ‘thorough’ and
‘complete’ capabilities, but few can
compare with the DiaLOG system’s
portfolio of commercial fleet fuelling depot
management. So say Cameron Forecourt.

If you don’t have all these
components at your depot,
the DiaLOG fleet fuel
management system is still
excellent value for money; even monitoring
just one diesel pump. It is designed to be
as flexible as you need it to be, growing and
expanding with your business meeting your
evolving operational needs.

Cameron Forecourt, now part of TSG,
is able at no cost to provide a site
development plan with you to gradually
expand your depot’s functionality. Electric
vehicle charging, the Tokheim Eye security
camera system and a Karcher Vehicle
wash, are but a few of the features you
could add and benefit from.
Through exclusive collaborations with the
world’s leading manufacturers in depot
fuelling equipment, Cameron Forecourt
with TSG have the manpower and skills to
deliver the project management,
installation and ongoing servicing of
a truly complete depot.
Paul Hill, TSG’s Commercial Technical
Manager explains;
"What makes DiaLOG unique, is that when
they designed the system, they looked
at all the models and method of fuel
management already on the market;
then selected the best components and
combined them. They then took DiaLOG
to another level by interfacing it with
equipment outside of the normal fuel pump
parameters incorporating site security,
vehicle management and alternative
fuelling including electric vehicle charging."
The DiaLOG system is currently used by
commercial fleet fuelling customers across
the UK with a proven track record for
reliability and accuracy. Please don’t
hesitate to contact Cameron Forecourt,
delivering the TSG Fleet’s range of
products and services, on 01226 742 441.
www.cameron-forecourt.co.uk

TSG announce distribution agreement with IDENTIC
Leading sales and service provider to the fuel retail and commercial fleet fuelling industries,
TSG proudly announce its distribution agreement with IDENTIC.
The market leading Swedish company are
specialists in cost-effective and
environmentally safe distribution, storage and
spill-free refilling of fuels and chemicals, as
well as solutions for bus fleet fuelling
operations. They will be working with TSG
Fleet’s service team to help to implement
its unique spill-free technology across bus
companies, and other fleet businesses
reliant on yard fuelling, across the UK.
Alistair Clarke, managing director of
TSG UK, comments:
‘We are very pleased to have the opportunity
to work with IDENTIC and its experienced
team to help fleet businesses in the UK to
develop more cost-effective depot operations.
The partnership, on the back of our recent
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Now part of the Tokheim Services Group

acquisition of Cameron Forecourt, further
cements TSG Fleet’s position in the
commercial fleet fuelling industry and I’m
looking forward to seeing the two companies
working together.’
Currently, IDENTIC’s spill-free vehicle refilling
technology is used in over 75% of public
transport buses in Sweden, with further
installations across Europe, including London.
Its innovative refilling solutions provide fast,
automatic refuelling without the risk of
spilling; aiding in a clean and environmentally
safer work space for all fleet depots, with
heavy duty vehicles.
For more details on IDENTIC and
TSG Fleet call 01226 742 441
or email sales@tsgfleet.co.uk

The single source fleet solution for:
High accuracy tank gauging systems

Below & above ground fuel storage tanks

Pumps for diesel, gas-oil, petrol,
adblue and oil

New generation Internet-based fuel
management systems

Project management & complete
installation services

Nationwide engineer network delivering
services & maintenance

For more information call

01226 742441

Email: sales@cameronforecourt.co.uk Visit our website www.cameronforecourt.co.uk

Buy our products online at

www.fuellingequipmentshop.co.uk

Latest news at www.fuellingmatters.co.uk # F U E L L I N G F O R W A R D
Cameron Forecourt Limited Chambers Road, Platts Common Industrial Estate, Hoyland, Barnsley, S74 9SE

Specialist insurance
Informat io
Addit ional

provides insurance solutions for an entire
spectrum of commercial clients.

n:

Jackaman Ins Services Ltd provides versatile and
specialist insurance products for most commercial clients.
• Over 40 years’ experience in the insurance industry
• Extensive knowledge of the Hazardous Trade sector
• Targeted policies to suit your needs
• Competitive premium levels
• Exclusive Insurers available
• Specialist package arrangements
• Precise professional service
Jackaman Ins Services Ltd is authorised
and regulated by the Finance Conduct Authority.

FREE
insurance
healthcheck
call now!

204 Parrock Street, Gravesend, Kent DA12 1EW
Email: sales@jackamaninsurance.co.uk
Tel: 01474 557427 • www.jackamaninsurance.co.uk

Ad_2018_FGI_90x120_LTD_EN.indd 1
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Death, illness, suicide : The facts
Chris Ramshaw is a Director of PEIMF
member Hazardous Area Technical
Training (HATT) and he offers us a
salutary message.
The latest HSE fatality statistics show that
147 workers lost their lives in safety related
incidents in 2018/19. This is an increase
of 6 people from the previous year, with an
annual average for the last 5 years of
many. While this still represents 142
tragedies, this is a massive reduction from
an average of around 500 in the early 80’s.

feel the difference

ZVA Slimline 2 + ZVA Slimline 2 Gr

Average deaths per 100,000 workers has
reduced from 2 to 0.6 (compared for
example to France of 3.7 per 100,000).
However, it has been estimated that for
every 1 person dying from a safety-related
incident, around 99 others die as result of
health related illnesses associated with
their work.

No time to lose
The Institute for Occupations Safety and
Health (IOSH) recently launched their
‘No time to lose’ campaign focusing on
occupational cancers. They reported that
approximately 750,000 people die every
year as a result of cancers contracted
directly as result of employment.
I have started challenging new employees.
• I will not bother you about wearing PPE.
• I will never ask you to wear a face mask
or gloves.
• I will not challenge you on wearing glasses.
I can do this OR you can have four extra
years of life with your family, see your
grandchildren grow and enjoy your time at
the end of your hard worked career when
you have earned the right.
What would you chose….?

Take it seriously
Now obviously I can’t guarantee anyone
any extra time, but I do know that if you
don’t wear PPE and you don’t take
occupational health seriously you will
affect the quality of your life in the long run.
A recent HSE report found that 12,000
deaths a year can be attributed to lung
disease. If this were deaths on site this
would be headline news.
One of the biggest issues is that people
don’t catch COPD or lung disease overnight!
And it can be very difficult to convince
young workers to be vigilant with things like
PPE. However ask those same workers in
30 years’ time, and they will probably say
they wish they could go back and tell their
younger self not to be such an idiot and
wear the mask.
We’ve had “The Act” for 44 years now and
have developed a mature safety industry.
Workplace deaths have plateaued around
140 and the industry has now started to
turn to the Health in Health and Safety. The
government recently advised that along with
being a legal requirement to offer first aid
for physical injuries, companies will soon be
required to offer mental first aid as well.
Mental health has been estimated to cost
the UK economy over 18 million lost days
each year and with the cost of presenteeism
(employees who are in work everyday
suffering with health issues) costing 2.5
times as much as absenteeism.
A recent study by Rubberbond found that
between 2011 and 2015 over 1,400
construction workers committed suicide
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(now the biggest killer of men in their
forties). In fact construction workers are
1.6 times more likely to complete suicide
than the national average.
A huge amount has been done over the
last few years to try and break down
stereotypes around men having to be
strong and encouraging men and their
colleagues to open up more, with
sentiments like “It's ok to be not ok.”
Organisations like Mates in Mind are
attempting to break down those barriers
which have traditionally stopped men from
seeking the help.
A recent delegate on one of my
SPA courses told me that it is ‘fashionable’
to have mental health issues nowadays.
Whilst I disagreed with the word
fashionable, what he meant was that
people are more aware of these things
and it’s something companies are more
engaged with, particularly considering
different expectations of younger
employees.

Suicide concerns
Health and Safety will only grow as an
essential part business. I read on Linkedin,
something that really struck me; Health
and safety shouldn’t be a ‘priority’,
because priorities change. Health and
safety should be a ‘Value’; something
which the company is fundamentally built
on. Good health and safety is critical to the
success of any organisation, and without it
you are wasting money and risking
everybody’s future health.

www.hatt.uk.com

http://configurator.elaflex.de
Now for all Elaflex nozzles!

elAfleX hiBY tanktechnik Gmbh & co. KG
Schnackenburgallee 121
22525 hamburg / Germany

elAfleX ltd.
riverside house, Plumpton road
hoddesdon, herts en11 OPA, U.K.

Phone
fax
e-mail
internet

Phone
fax
e-mail
internet

+49 (040) 540 00 50
+49 (040) 540 00 567
info@elaflex.de
www.elaflex.de

+44 (0) 1992 /45 29 50
+44 (0) 1992 /45 29 11
sales@elaflex.co.uk
www.elaflex.co.uk
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ATEX-certified hand-protection
GripHero protecting drivers across the globe
GripHero Ltd, based in Devon, is changing
the way people fill their vehicles across
the world. In just 6 months since the
revolutionary nozzle-mounted dispenser
was launched, GripHero has already been
installed on forecourts across the globe
equivalent to serving over 25% of the UK’s
annual fuel volume. Already, well over 200
million drivers have been presented with
the safest, most convenient, efficient and
eco-friendly way to keep their hands clean
at the pumps.
Every day more sites, groups and networks
are adopting this innovative invention to
protect their drivers; so it’s no surprise that
GripHero has won the 2019 Tomorrow’s
Health & Safety Silver Award. This was
against a strong field of 49 other
companies, many of these being large
international organisations.

Environmentally friendly
The company is very proud to offer
forecourts their ATEX-Certified anti-static
hand-protection, made from a growing
range of evermore environmentally-friendly
materials. GripHero has tested and
certified their range of recyclable and
oxo-biodegradable hand-protectors, with a
compostable option already in the final
stages of development.
Sales Manager, Luke Jenkins, discusses:
“ATEX-certification of our anti-static
products is of vital importance to our
forecourt customers. They seek to
demonstrate to their own customers and

stakeholders, that they are offering the
best practice solution. One that not only
protects drivers from the dangerous
chemical and biological contaminants
present on fuel nozzles, but also protects
themselves, the nearby public; plus the site
itself; from the potential of static-ignition,

caused by the use of non-certified plastic
products in the fuelling zone. Worryingly,
a traditional non-certified plastic
disposable glove has the potential to build
up sufficient electrical charge to ignite
petrol vapours.
“Importantly, with the public focus on the
wasteful use of plastics, forecourts with
GripHero installed are also benefitting from
a dramatic reduction in unnecessary
plastic waste and litter. Many groups are
reporting an increase in driver usage of
hand-protection due to the added
convenience that GripHero offers. Despite
this, they are using less than 30% of the
plastic hand-protection that was previously
either stolen in entire packs by frustrated
drivers, emptied by the wind to litter across
the forecourt, or wasted through drivers
unintentionally taking many more than one
piece at a time”.
Forecourts wishing to learn more
about GripHero can visit their website
www.griphero.com or call the team
on 01837 811035.
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COMPLETE SOLUTION PROVIDER

Our service division offer a turnkey package of
services for supply, installation and ongoing
maintenance of your entire fuel installation or
individual elements:

Fuel Management Systems
Fuel Pumps
Tank Gauging
Fuel Tanks

CALL TODAY ON

0144 221 9733

to discuss how we
can help your business.

www.petrotec.uk
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LUKOIL specify Fibrelite covers for national
update programme to eliminate health and
safety risks
Fibrelite covers installed at a number
of LUKOIL sites to replace failing
cast iron covers

Project Overview
A national LUKOIL Bulgaria EOOD project
was to replace old heavy hinged cast iron
manhole covers on forecourts with Fibrelite
lightweight GRP composite manhole covers.
This project was supplied by SisCo-M Ltd
and undertaken due to corrosion and
deterioration of the previously installed
metal covers, which were becoming
increasingly dangerous for operators and
site owners.

The previously installed cast iron manhole
covers had rusted allowing water ingress

Problem
LUKOIL’s previously installed metal
manhole covers had become rusted over
time, with hinge mechanisms beginning to
fail and covers becoming unsafe for
operators and site owners to remove and
replace. The seal, around the covers were
also damaged allowing water ingress.
A safe long-term liquid-tight solution
was required.

What's on in 2019!

forecourt storage and solutions
Lightweight new Fibrelite FL76 covers
installed in Bulgaria for LUKOIL

Easily removable Fibrelite covers installed
for LUKOIL in Bulgaria

Solution

Results

Fibrelite provided LUKOIL with corrosionfree lightweight composite manhole
covers. Being watertight and safely
manually removable, these covers were
the perfect solution to solve LUKOIL’s
manual handling challenges.

Fibrelite FL76 covers require minimal
maintenance and perform for the life of the
site, making them a “fit and forget”
solution. A rapid design to delivery process,
and a responsive local distribution network
also guarantee fast turnaround times.

October
3rd

september
12th	Forecourt Trader Awards
London
19th	Forecourt & Fuel Roadshow
Westpoint Centre, Exeter
25th	PRA Business Breakout
Durham
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november
PRA Business Breakout,
Newmarket

7th	PRA Business Breakout
	Swansea

10th

RMI Dinner, London

14th	Forecourt & Fuel Roadshow
	Cedar Court Hotel, Wakefield

16th

Forecourt & Fuel Roadshow
Maldron Hotel, Belfast

21st	APEALive
	Arena MK, Milton Keynes

30th 	PRA Business Breakout
Inverness

The UK’s leading manufacturer of

Underground double
skinned fuel storage tanks
Trusted supplier to the industries oil companies,
supermarket retailers, independent / dealer operated
and motorway petrol filling stations.
Wefco tanks are constructed to the highest quality utilising
sophisticated semi-automated production line technology.
Professional painting and coating facilities and factory fitting
of components are all expertly controlled in-house.
Wefco (Gainsborough) Ltd.
Britannia Works, Station Approach, Gainsborough. Lincolnshire. DN21 2AU
Tel: 01427 611000 Enq: sales@wefco.co.uk Web: www.wefco.co.uk

27th-	PEIMF & AGM,
29th
'WORKING TOGETHER' meeting
Derbyshire
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Calm confident control
By Neil Simms, compliance
manager, Suresite Group

In 2018, Suresite Group took on an
interesting new client: a community-led
partnership which had taken over a village
filling station in the Yorkshire Dales.
It presented an interesting opportunity
for us to examine best practice in health
and safety from the point of view of a
team of novices.
Despite the potential hazards involved in
dispensing fuel, there are no regulations
which specifically cover forecourt health
and safety, nor is there any specific
obligatory training laid down in law.
Regulation 9 of the Dangerous Substances
and Explosive Atmosphere Regulations
2002 (DSEAR) states that employers need
to provide ‘suitable and sufficient
information, instruction and training on the
appropriate precautions and actions to be
taken by the employee in order to
safeguard himself and other employees at
the workplace.’ But what form this should
take isn’t specified.
DSEAR is a goal-setting piece of legislation
that explains what should be achieved, but
not how to achieve it. Such legislation is
usually supported by Approved Codes of
Practice (ACoP) and guidance; which act as
a roadmap towards achieving compliance.
The Health and Safety Executive ACoP
L138 provides further information in
relation to compliance with Regulation 9
but remains general in its approach and is
not forecourt-specific. Appendix 2 of ‘Petrol
Filling Stations: Guidance on Managing the
Risks of Fire and Explosion’ (the Red
Guide) issued by the Petroleum
Enforcement Liaison Group (PELG) lists
more specific training areas for those
tasked with filling station operations.

What if?
Major incidents involving filling stations
are, thankfully, rare. But it is essential that
before anyone sets foot behind a kiosk’s
cash register they are given the relevant
information, instruction and training on
potential hazards. In an emergency,
a sense of panic can set in at a time

when staff need to be calm, act swiftly,
and effectively control the situation to
mitigate risk.
What should be done if someone crashes
their vehicle into a dispenser?
What should happen if someone parks
alongside the dispenser with smoke
emanating from their engine?
What action would be taken if there was a
failure of a vehicle fuel tank or a large spill
during delivery?
Does the site possess a spill kit? If so, is it
correctly positioned during delivery?
Where is the contaminated sand stored
after it’s been used on a spill?
What arrangements are in place to have it
legally removed from site?
There are many questions and scenarios,
all of which have occurred before and will
undoubtedly occur again.

Keep calm
Calm confidence is an essential trait of an
effective forecourt attendant. The ability to
calmly and authoritatively challenge
potentially dangerous behaviour is not
always easy. Comprehensive training with a
rigorous grounding in regulations and
procedures should be supported by a
company culture which encourages
attendants to act confidently.
The forecourt attendant is responsible for
the safety of members of the public who
are dispensing a potentially hazardous fuel
on a daily basis; this is not a job to be
taken lightly.
‘If in doubt, don’t authorise!’
should be the mantra of the forecourt
attendant. If someone is smoking within a
vehicle, or if the engine is running, or the
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person about to dispense appears to be
under 16, or the container can’t be clearly
seen, the dispenser should not be
authorised. Forecourt attendants should
have no doubt that they are in control
and should know that they will always
have the backing of their employer if they
delay, suspend or refuse authorisation in
good faith.
Times have changed for forecourt
attendants. They are now expected to
manage mini-supermarkets and hit sales
targets, while simultaneously monitoring the
dispensers and associated activities on
increasingly busy forecourts. and there is a
need for constant vigilance, even when the
dispensing has ceased.

HOSE REELS WITH & WITHOUT HOSES
WHICH ONE IS RIGHT FOR YOU?

Control the site
For Suresite Group, the single most
important element of best practice from a
health and safety aspect is controlling the
forecourt. Priority should always be given to
monitoring dispensers, regardless of sales
targets or in-store promotions; and our
training instils this into employers as well
as employees.
Ideally, all employees should shadow a
more experienced staff member for a
period following completion of health and
safety training, before being given
responsibility for overseeing dispensers.
Training should be regularly reinforced,
written down, signed for and refreshed
regularly. This is especially so where there
may be capability issues, or there have
been changes to the site.
Whether you’re a new or experienced
operator, Suresite Group can help you to
ensure that your health and safety
procedures reflect best practice.
www.suresite.co.uk

HRONH.HE1
POWDER COATED

HRONH.HE2
POWDER COATED

HRONH.SSHE1
STAINLESS STEEL

Bare Reel takes up to:

Bare Reel takes up to:

Bare Reel takes up to:

• 12m x ¾” or 8m x 1” hose
Reels with hose ﬁtted ex-stock:
• HRO8.19HE1 8m x ¾” diesel
• HRO8.25HE1 8m x 1” diesel

• 20m x ¾” or 14m x 1” hose
Reels with hose ﬁtted ex-stock:
• HRO20.19HE2 20m x ¾” diesel
• HRO10.25HE2 10m x 1” diesel
• HRO14.25HE2 14m x 1” diesel

• 12m x ¾” or 8m x 1” hose
Reels with hose ﬁtted ex-stock:
• HROS.10.16HE1 10m x 5/8” x 1” Adblue®
• HROS8.25HE1 8m x 1” diesel

+44 (0) 1279 815 600

@

info@hytekgb.com

AdBlue® is a registered trade mark of the Verband der Automobilindustrie e.V.

www.hytekgb.com
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Making sites safer

1-Project Owner's View

with FFS PRO® Verify
Competent installers, proper installation,
safety, and environmental security; verified.
The site of a concrete truck rolling in can
be nerve-racking. Is everything installed
correctly? Is it water-tight and ready to be
covered up?

Remove the doubt with
FFS PRO® Verify
Our expert review team gives installers an
additional set of eyes to help identify any
potential issues that should be corrected
before the concrete is poured. Installers
are guided through the entire installation
process for every Franklin Fueling Systems’
product on site with tips, example images,
and install checklists. FFS PRO™ Verify
builds on-the-job installer competency that
classroom training alone can’t provide.

What is FFS PRO® Verify?
FFS PRO® Verify is a cloud-based
installation verification service that allows
the installation of a complete fuel system
to be remotely inspected for quality by
Franklin Fueling Systems’ experts.
It connects project managers to onsite
installation work through mobile and web
applications, giving them access to vital
installation data anywhere and anytime.
Through the app, photos of installation
work are submitted by onsite installers and
reviewed for accuracy remotely by
Franklin’s expert staff.

Accurate installation work is verified
and approved in real-time, with any
installation imperfections being
identified so corrective actions can
be taken right away. Project
managers are kept up-to-date with
an installation progress status as
well as emailed reports of the
verified installation work, complete with
all photos. FFS PRO® Verify ensures safe,
accurate, and effective installation work
has been completed before the concrete
is poured.

Safety First
A certified site supervisor is required to
conduct FFS PRO® Verify site verification
work. Installers can get certified for free
anytime, with Franklin’s industry-leading
online training and certification platform:
FFS PRO® University. Franklin’s easy online
training will have installers trained,
certified, and ready to conduct site
verifications on the FFS PRO® Verify mobile
app or web interface.
FFS PRO® University is the most robust
training platform in the industry, with over
9,000 certified installers, 40 training
courses and over 65 installation videos to
view. To remain certified, installers must
complete training every two years, ensuring
that they are always up to date with new
products and best practices.

Everyone who trains through FFS PRO®
University is required to complete
Franklin’s free Fueling System Safety
course as a prerequisite to all other
courses. This is a general forecourt safety
course that covers vapor and liquid
management, potential site dangers, fire
safety, life-saving rules, and personal
protective equipment.

Project Hi-Viz
To complement the FFS PRO® University
training scheme, Franklin Fueling Systems
launched Project Hi-Viz in 2017, to
increase safety awareness at petroleum
equipment installation job sites across the
world. Providing free Hi-Viz vests, our
industry specific forecourt safety video, job
site posters and the incredibly popular
Forecourt Guides, Franklin Fueling Systems
provides all of these resources required to
help keep installation crews safe on site.

Introducing the industry’s premier training, certification, and resource
tool for installation professionals. FFS PRO: University is your go-to
source for installation safety education, best practices, and product
training. It’s about being safe. It’s about staying educated. It’s about
getting the job done right.

FFS_PRO_University_Ad_Half_Page.indd 1

university.ffspro.com

5/31/16 7:51 AM

www.franklinfueling.com

HTEC Sales Team Growth
HTEC, a leading developer and supplier of point of sale, payment and loyalty systems
is excited to announce that due to their continued growth they have expanded their
sales team, taking on 4 new team members.
David Wright joins
as Account
Manager within
the HTEC
payments team
after 10 years at
Suresite.
During his time at
Suresite David oversaw the growth of card
processing which exceeded £2 billion of
bank cards by 2017. David has over 30
years’ experience in the payments, EPOS
and fuel industry.

Andy Keeling joins as Business
Development Manager. Andy comes from
an IT and business background, within
a diverse range of sales positions.
Most relevant to HTEC, Andy sold
in-house developed EPOS solutions
to a range of retail sectors.
Gareth Millinship also joins as Business
Development Manager, with over 25
years in consultative sales and business
development in the IT Sector. Most
recently Gareth has been selling to the
retail and hospitality sectors.

Finally, Andy Regan joins as Account
Manager responsible for the existing
ab-initio customers. Andy has worked in
the Telecoms, IT and software industry for
over 35 years, the last 20 years in
account management and business
development roles. His most recent ERP
experience included managing several
leading multi and omni-channel retailers.
David Mackay, HTEC CSO commented;
“These are exciting times for HTEC and we
are very pleased to welcome each of our
new team members. It’s great to see our
already strong team being strengthened by
these new appointments.

For more information about HTEC visit www.htec.co.uk
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Directory of PEIMF members
A & G Group Ltd
01579 344503
www.aggroupltd.co.uk
Electrical and tank testing, supply
installation and servicing of pumps
A & R Pavelin Transport Ltd
01268 270470
Distribution & collection of pumps and
forecourt equipment
AbFad Ltd
0191 543 7166
www.abfad.co.uk
Tank linings, leak detection, rope access
Adler & Allan Ltd
01992 657400
www.adlerandallan.co.uk
Tank cleaning & lining, VR testing, fuel
polishing, sampling & analysis. Spill response
Aidan Strain Electrical Engineering Ltd
02830 888861
www.aseeltd.com
Electrical & mechanical generator
installation contractors
Air Fuel Systems
01268 928827
www.airfuelsystems.com
Systems to preserve aviation fuel
Air-Serv
01942 722333
www.air-serv.co.uk
Air lines, jetwash, vacuums,
servicing, chemicals
Alliance Inspection
01244 952531
www.allianceinspection.co.uk
NDT & asset integrity inspections
AMGS Electrical Ltd
0117 967 6500
www.amgselectrical.co.uk
Electrical contractors specialised in
petrol filling stations
Ancorra Environmental
Services Ltd
0151 546 3012
www.ancorraenvironmental.co.uk
Forecourt maintenance, tank & vessel
cleaning, foam injection
Andel Ltd
01484 845000
www.andel.co.uk
Pollution control, tank & fuel maintenance
Andrew Simpson Electrical Services
01772 616826
www.andrewsimpsonelectrical.co.uk
Electrical contracting, maintenance on
hazardous areas
Arnold Diggle & Co
01229 582769
www.arnolddiggleandco.co.uk
Tank cleaning, oil depot decommissioning/
demolition & remediation
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Baltor Systems
02890 603232
www.baltor.co.uk
Design, supply and installation of fuel
equipment
Berrys Technologies Ltd
0121 558 4411
www.berrys.com
MIDAS, OPUS, pump spares, pipework,
tank lid assembly, forecourt equipment
Broham Forecourt Developments Ltd
www.broham.co.uk
01206 210 455
Specialist principal contractors in retail
forecourt & commercial fuel installation
Bulk Meter Services Ltd
01233 740134
www.bms-ltd.com
Supply, install & service bulk meters &
registers for fuelling applications
C P Installations Ltd
01702 544442
www.cp-installations.co.uk
Tank & pipework specialists, electrical
services, site maintenance, decommissioning
Centaur Fuel Management Ltd
0870 757 6323
www.centauronline.co.uk
Installers of fuel pumps, tanks
& fuel management equipment
Centre Tank Services
0121 351 4442
www.centretank.com
Fuel dispensing, storage tank and AdBlue
equipment, Piusi products and Husky nozzles
Commercial Fuel Solutions Ltd
02380 231007
www.commercialfuelsolutions.co.uk
DSEAR specialist in fuel storage & handling
systems, bulk metering, management, AdBlue
Cookson & Zinn (PTL) Ltd
01473 825200
www.czltd.com
Above & below ground fuel storage tanks
and pressure vessels
County Pumps Ltd
01295 780746
www.countypumps.co.uk
Installation repair and service of fuel
systems, pumps & fuel monitoring systems
Craggs Environmental Ltd
0808 1644 570
www.craggsenvironmental.co.uk
Fuel testing, polishing & uplifts; tank
cleaning, installation
D & S Forecourt Services
01463 715324
Pumps, tanks, pipes installation
& maintenance
DCD Direct
01902 605405
www.dcddirect.co.uk
Commercial fuel pumps & accessories,
tanks, fuel management spares

DM Petroleum Services Ltd
01462 480824
Pump and Pipework Installations,
line testing
DMCS Ltd
01244 289161
www.dmcslimited.co.uk
Calibration of bulk liquid storage vessels

Falcon Fuel (N.I.) Ltd
02838 842639
www.falconfe.com
Retail and commercial fuelling installation
and maintenance

Hazardous Area Technical Training
07484 517059
www.hatt.uk.com
H&S training & advisors, SPA passports,
IOSH & confined space training

Fleetsolve Ltd
0151 353 2870
www.fleetsolve.com
Biofuel combined heat & power systems

Htec Ltd
02380 689200
www.htec.co.uk
Epos, payment & loyalty solutions, back
office, head office, installation & maintenance

Forecourt Installation & Maintenance
028 3885 1491
Pumps & equipment service & installation

Dover Fueling Solutions
01695 52175
Fuel management solutions for
independent, hypermarket and
multinational.

Forecourt Installation Services Ltd
01226 753160
www.forecourtinstallationservices.co.uk
Installation and maintenance of fuel pumps,
storage tanks, gauges and pipework

DP Fuel Tank Services
01737 767524
www.dptanks.co.uk
Tank cleaning, decommissioning,
lining, maintenance, fuel conditioning

Franklin Fueling Systems
01473 243300
www.franklinfueling.com
Pipework, containment, fuel management
systems, submersible pumps

Durapipe UK
01543 279909
www.plxpipe.co.uk
Manufacturer of plastic pipework systems

Fuelcom
02890 410655
www.fuelcom.com
Install & maintain pumps, pipework, tanks
& gauges. Plus risk assessment in Ireland

D R Forecourt Services Ltd
01691 610733
Installation of all equipment on
petroleum/dispensing stations
E & S Environmental Services Ltd
01993 852419
www.eandsgroup.co.uk
Tank cleaning & testing, site maintenance,
fuel services
EdgePetrol Ltd
0203 865 8689
www.edgepetrol.com
Software start-up providing real-time
visibility to petrol retailers
Elaflex Ltd
01992 452950
www.elaflex.com
Forecourt dispenser nozzles & accessories
Equipe Environmental
01744 731462
www.equipeenvironmental.co.uk
Supply, install & test tanks, gauges,
covers, pipeworks, pump spares
ETTS
01437 532511
www.etts.co.uk
Electrical installations, maintenance & testing
Eurotank Service Group
0800 311 2149
www.eurotank.eu.com
A group of forecourt engineering service
companies

Bold entry box & logo
£95 per annum
For amends or to join contact
David Honeyman
01474 321999
david@peimf.com

FuelMii
07917 644599
Fleet mobile refueling service
Fuel Proof Ltd
01524 850685
www.fuelproof.co.uk
Bunded fuel tanks, diesel bowsers
FuelQuip Ltd
0845 838 1048
www.fuelquip.co.uk
Suppliers of fuel management,
pumps, tanks, gauges & alarms
Fuellink Systems
01698 841888
www.fuellinksystems.com
Manufacturers of commercial fuel
management systems
Gilbarco Veeder-Root
01268 533090
www.gilbarco.com/eu
Pumps, commercial and AdBlue dispensers,
gauges, POS, OPT, service & maintenance
Global-MSI
01302 361558
www.global-msi.com
Forecourt structures, canopies & signware
installations supply & repair
Greenchem Solutions Ltd
07793 258876
www.greenchem-adblue.com
AdBlue and AdBlue tank manufacturer

LS Forecourts Ltd
07921 392577
www.lsforecourts.co.uk
Pumps, pipes, tanks, gauges, sales,
service, installation and repair
Mantec Systems Ltd
0191 280 4015
www.mantecsystems.com
Additives to protect, clean and maintain fuel

Hytek (GB) Ltd
01279 815600
www.hytekgb.com
Fuel dispensing & management,
lubrication products

MDM Services (Cardiff) Ltd
01633 277277
www.mdmservices.co.uk
Installation and maintenance of forecourt
and commercial fuel products

Ideal Tanks & Pumps Ltd
01604 843359
admin@idealtanksandpumps.co.uk
Supply, maintenance & installation of tanks,
pipes. Tank cleaning & decommissioning

Merridale Ltd
01902 870037
www.merridale.co.uk
Fuel management systems for commercial
diesel supplies

Industrial Services
01334 838793
www.fuelworking.co.uk
Fuel equipment supply service & maintenance

Merkland Tank
0141 440 6130
www.merklandtank.co.uk
Storage Tank Cleaning and Maintenance
Services throughout the UK

Istobal UK Ltd
01299 826967
www.istobal.co.uk
Install, maintain & repair forecourt
valeting equipment
Jackaman Ins Services Ltd
01474 557427
www.jackamaninsurance.co.uk
Specialist insurance services to the
petroleum industry
James Blake & Co (Engineers) Ltd
0131 554 1646
www.blakegroup.co.uk
Storage tank manufacturers & steel
fabrications
J W Hinchliffe (Tanks) Ltd
0113 263 5163
www.jwhtanks.co.uk
Tank cleaning, removal and disposal services
Kidderminster Petroleum Services Ltd
01562 861636
www.kidderminsterpetroleumservices.com
Petrol forecourt Installation, maintenance
& service
LCM Environmental Ltd
01884 841387
www.lcmenvironmental.com
Tank care, environmental services,
decommissioning and remediation
Ledbury Welding &
Engineering Ltd
01531 632222
www.lweltd.co.uk
Bunded tank manufacturers,
SuperVault modular filling station

GripHero Ltd
01752 875640
www.griphero.com
Design, manufacture and supply dispensers
of disposable hand protection on forecourts

Lees Industrial Services Ltd
01508 471600
www.leesindustrialservices.co.uk
Decommissioning, BritFoam & fuel disposal

GT Forecourt Solutions Ltd
01268 780109
enquiries@gtforecourt.com
Forecourt maintenance, construction,
pipework installation

L.I.S (North Western) Ltd
01942 722244
www.lisgroup.co.uk
Tank cleaning, product transfer,
tank removal, interceptor cleaning

Nanovapor
07854 195162
www.nanovapor.com
Degassing fuel storage tanks
Northern Pump Distributors
01924 275318
www.npd.uk.com
Forecourt installations & associated services
North West Pumps Ltd
07535 483826
Repair & installation of fuel pumps,
POS and tank gauge equipment
Nupi Industrie Italien S.p.A
07736 751161
www.nupigeco.com
“Smartflex” complete multi-layer pipe system
OAMPS Hazardous Industries
01372 869700
www.ohes.co.uk
Specialist insurers for the petroleum industry
O’Connell Site Services
0151 546 9888
Tank installation, demolition,
decommissioning, pump calibration
Octane Holding Group
0113 201 2460
www.octane.uk.com
Pumps, tanks, environmental and
technical services
Oil Tank Supplies Ltd
01386 853409
www.oiltanksupplies.com
Fuel storage systems including hire and
industrial tanks
O.L.E UK Ltd
01243 267930
www.oleuk.com
Manufacturers of tank gauges, pump
controllers, alarms probes and monitors
Continued on page 50
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Continued from page 49

On The Level
0780 0731489
www.ontheleveluk.co.uk
Installation & service of tank gauges,
DCDs and associated equipment
OPW
01756 799773
www.opwglobal.com
Manhole covers, underground enclosures,
tank & dispenser sumps
Orbis Tech Ltd
023 8022 7645
www.orbistech.com
Fuel retail software solutions; point of sale,
back-office and head-office
Panks Engineers (Castle Hill) Ltd
01603 620294
www.panks.co.uk
Water specialists, dirty water, bore hole
drilling, treatment and installations
Pennine Pump & Tank Company
01254 679099
www.penninepump.co.uk
Pumps, fuel management systems,
tank, pipe and electrical testing
Petroassist
0131 440 5810
www.petroassist.uk
Fuel dispensers and forecourt technologies
Petrol Sign UK Ltd
01302 346968
www.petrol-signuk.com
Supply & install brand signage,
sister company to Global MSI
Petrotec
01442 219733
www.petrotec.uk
Distribution of fuel dispensers, car wash
equipment, fleet management systems
PFS fueltec
01376 535260
www.pfsfueltec.com
Specialist suppliers of fuel equipment
to contractors owners/operators
Power Post Ltd
0800 085 6746
Petrol pump services and suppliers
Prime Fuelling Systems Ltd
01492 622664
www.primefuelling.com
Supply installation and maintenance of
forecourt equipment
Protego UK Ltd
01543 420660
www.protego.com
Safety valves and tank accessories
Pumptronics Ltd
01692 500640
www.pumptronics.co.uk
Design & manufacture of forecourt and
commercial fuel pumps
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Pumpwatch Ltd
00353 458 92155
www.pumpwatch.ie
Carbon fibre test measures for checking
the accuracy of fuel dispensers
Risbridger
0845 644 2323
www.risbridger.com
Forecourt products to protect the
environment and make forecourts safer
R M Pumps (Cumbria) Ltd
01768 892444
Forecourt maintenance, installation,
decommissioning & servicing
Safefill
01782 414526
www.safefill.co.uk
Suppliers of refillable LPG cylinders
Scotia Forecourt Services Ltd
01382 828576
www.scotiaforecourt.com
Manufacturing, refurbishing, and servicing
forecourt valeting equipment
SDM Fuel Solutions
023 8063 4746
www.sdm-fuelsolutions.com
Engineering services, fuel sampling,
cleaning, uplifts, emergency response

TLM Technologies
0845 180 0242
www.tlmtechnologies.co.uk
Critical support services, EPOS &
technology solutions
Toureen Contractors Ltd
0208 424 7999
www.toureenmangan.co.uk
Specialist industrial & petroleum
groundwork services

The annual PEIMF event

Transflo Instruments Ltd
0844 257 8181
www.transflo.co.uk
Fleet fuel management systems,
including pumps, gauges and software

The old joke goes “I went on
this once-in-a-lifetime holiday –
never again!”

TSG
01382 361300
www.tsg-solutions.com/uk
Tokheim equipment, Karcher valeting,
EV charge stations
The Triscan Group
0845 225 3100
www.triscansystems.com
Onsite commercial fuel management
solutions, including tanks, pumps,
gauges & software

South Midland Installation Ltd
01296 422039
www.smiltd.com
Design & build tank and pipe installations,
pipelines, decommissioning

United Pipework Services Ltd
01922 722737
www.united-pipework-specialists.co.uk
Forecourt construction & pipework services

STA Technical Ltd
0203 004 9326
www.statechnical.com
Bespoke engineering specialists for the
forecourt industry

Vectec Ltd
01296 624548
www.vectec.co.uk
Diesel fuel dispensing, storage & management

Suresite Group Ltd
01772 790901
www.suresite.co.uk
Providing health and safety (risk
assessments and compliance audits) card
processing, training & wetstock services
T.P.I (Ireland) Ltd
0771 5207168
www.tpi-ni.co.uk
Pump & tank installations, tank / pipeline
testing, decommissioning and maintenance
Tankcare Ltd
01386 842891
www.fuelquality.co.uk
Fuel quality sampling and testing specialists

Wales & West Services
01446 736900
www.wales-and-west.co.uk
Supply, installation, maintenance of fuel
dispensing equipment. Contract service work

So, we found ourselves in the same boat.
Following our 25th anniversary celebration
in 2018, how could we possibly emulate it?
After much head scratching and naval
contemplating, we came to the conclusion
“If it ain’t broke – don’t fix it!”
Everyone had such a fun karting
afternoon last autumn, followed by a
great dinner and excellent educational
meeting; we’ve decided to do it all again.
The AGM on Thursday morning concludes
the administrative business for the year
and establishes our management
committee for the next twelve months.
After another networking break,
we introduce technical presentations
from our guest speakers.

The Petrol Tank Company Ltd
01283 820213
www.thepetroltankcompany.co.uk
Manufacture small above ground petrol tanks

Yara UK Ltd
01472 889250
www.yara.co.uk
Suppliers of the Air1 AdBlue Solutions

No longer PEIMF members

The following organisation has now
ceased to be a member of the PEIMF:
Cameron Forecourt and CFG Nationwide..

Wednesday 27th November
Karting in the afternoon
‘The PEIMF Challenge’
with 10 sponsored teams
followed by;
FREE PEIMF members’ dinner

Thursday 28th November
9.30

Annual General Meeting

11.00	‘Working Together’ meeting:
Including educational
presentations and member
networking.

Westfield Services (UK) Ltd
01924 477324
www.westfieldservicesuk.com
Contractors for pumps, pipework, electrical
and building work
Worcester Petroleum Services Ltd
01905 620053
Forecourt, commercial, marine, petroleum
installations and servicing

The Premier Group of Companies
01442 872296
www.premiergroup.org.uk
Supply installation & maintenance of fuel
storage and dispensing equipment

BUT... following last year’s
amazingly successful couple
of days, we are returning to
The Holiday Inn, South Normanton
(Derbyshire Hotel) (M1 Jct. 28).

Western Global Ltd
01454 227277
www.western-global.com
Manufacturers of static and transportable
above ground storage tanks

Tanks & Pipework Ltd
01474 855587
www.fassuk.com
Tank / interceptor cleaning, inspection,
relining. Fuel polishing, uplifts, transfers

Nov 27th -28th 2019

13.00

The 2019 PEIMF
Challenge

Lunch

To come along;
contact
David Honeyman
on: 01474 321999
or david@peimf.com
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